Admissions Groups Propose Class Size Limits to Council

By JIM KAHN

The Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Aid will propose to the University Council on Wednesday a resolution recommending that no more than 195 students be admitted to any class in the future. The proposal, which the committee said was "necessary to implement the financial aid 

The above maximum number of students will apply to both men and women. Undergraduate students would comprise the majority of the admission class (including SAT scores which will be an important factor) while the number of graduate students would be almost equal to those of the entering freshmen. The committee has recommended that the maximum number of students, including graduate students, be limited to 195 persons in the entering class. The total number of fresh and transfer students enrolled during the academic year 2030-1 should be approximately 195. The University administration has approved the recommendations of the faculty and the University will announce the new admission policy in the near future.

Penn Upends Brown, 37-33, For Ivy Hoop Championship

B. JOHN KEITHWRIGHT
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News in Brief

By United Press International

ITT LOBBYIST TOO SICK TO TESTIFY

DENVER, Colo. (UPI)—Harry W. Keating, former

International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. attor-

ney, said Wednesday that an illness would keep him

out of court until Monday. Keating, who formerly

headed the ITT Mid-Atlantic region, was to have

tested in the suit by the state of Colorado. The


alleges that ITT interfered with his public duties.

LOPKE WITNESS IN AN ANTITRUST CASE

WASHINGTON (UPI)—Los Angeles lawyer James Lopke

said Thursday he would testify in an antitrust case

brought by the government in federal court in Wash-

ington. The case, which centers on the breakup of

the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., was to

continue Friday.

BLOODY, EXCITING CHINESE MOVIE

"ONE-ARMED SWORDSMAN"

COLOR, ENGLISH SUBTITLE

TUE., Mar. 7

7:45 p.m.

IRVINE AUD.

If you want to do something to take

a little of the insecurity out of this world,
you might be happier at Elna.

If you have a gift for people, want to help
them build a better life for themselves, Elna
would like you to consider taking an administrat-
ive position with us. Why? Because insurance
wasn't the only thing we wanted to help.

Attorneys. We have a variety of adminis-
tration jobs open today, but in the field, and in the
home office. All you have to do is to apply to the
staff. They're challenging jobs in a fast-growing,
innovative company.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

We suggest you read the Atlas brochure
"The Whole Truth" that's in the Placement Of-
fice, some with individuals. But all put a premium

on originating and carrying out plans and programs.

We suggest you read the Etna brochure
"The Whole Truth" that's in the Placement Of-
fice, some with individuals. But all put a premium

on originating and carrying out plans and programs.

We suggest you read the Etna brochure
"The Whole Truth" that's in the Placement Of-
fice, some with individuals. But all put a premium

on originating and carrying out plans and programs.
New Hampshire Debate

(Continued from page 1)

The 10-year Harvard repayment plan, which includes a government-aided loan program, makes special provision for slower repayment or cancellation of debt when yearly income is insufficient.

Muskie also said the United States has no moral obligation in the task of reconstruction.

However, he said, this does not mean a continuation of support for a South Vietnamese war effort and indicated the United States should not use reconstruction with South Vietnam unless which reconstruction could begin.

Muskie who needs a big vote to confirm his frontrunner status, staged a parade parade in the largely French-American west side of Manchester earlier Sunday, walking a mile through the streets. He attempted to retain votes his staff believed were lost through the charge by the Manchester Union Leader that the Main Democrat did not object when the word "Canuck" was used.

The word has a derogatory connotation when the word was used.

Muskie later was confronted by 20 Vietnam veterans who opposed the war after he attended Mass at St. Marie's Roman Catholic church.

"I want to solve the problems of those who went there first," Muskie said. "When all the troops and all the prisoners are back, then we'll deal with the amnesty question. My first priority is ending the war, not only prisoners are back, then we'll deal with the amnesty question. My first priority is ending the war, not only reconstruction.

"I believe we have a moral obligation in the task of reconstruction.

There is an important meeting for all members of the Daily Pennsylvania photo staff today at 11:30 in the photography office. That means you be there.

For all those turned away...

D.H. Lawrence's "Women in Love" will be shown at 5:45 today.

And because the film Sons & Lovers will be shown at 8:00+9:45 tonight.

C.A. Aud. - 75c.

Take A Book Along

This vacation...

You've got a little time.

We've got the largest book selection in the Delaware Valley --

• the newest Jim Brown book...
• a report on Red China by the Times
• that novel you've wanted to read but, had no time...
• some quiet poetry

and 5% off any book in stock.

Make this year's vacation a little more exciting-- Stop in at the Bookstore Today.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BOOKSTORE
American politics and how it operates, to neglect the Philadelphians who wish to vote in Pennsylvania's primary. Humphrey won by only 169,000 votes. These
all justified.

register. And while many people, especially students, whether they will cast their ballots as a bloc, the large and within the universities as business, black problems seemed to frustration Aside from the superficial counterparts.

parent that blacks were hardly the Family in 1969. it became ap-
dergraduates, appears to be part of other areas. A prevalence report, issued last week by a group of blacks, around the University of water remains.
The report underscored the growing problem that the University essentially has been fallow, simply because they do not provide a cultural and depth perspective in solving black problems, and the understanding of the commitment to minority-related difficulties, has been reflected.

of a substantial part of their population. The black exodus from the growing cultural alienation among the blacks and other minorities that is the real world, retired in University circles as the "real world," cannot be expected from a black student's examination paper. The deep sense of alienation that a student's examination paper.

The report states that the tenure standards of the Marketing Depart-

"Where Did You Get These Cuts — From The Golden Gulf?"

taught by the extent of "facts," the deep sense of alienation that a student's examination paper.

it took them two and a half weeks to it. There is something more to teaching that ability is entertained as an audience. So, there is always more to look at the students' examination paper. If any, they may or may not be true, to the student's examination paper.

I can't really talk about "leadership in teaching" to a student's examination paper. If any, they may or may not be true, to the student's examination paper.

I want to serve as a channel for such ideas. Students or faculty with

"leadership in teaching" to a student's examination paper. If any, they may or may not be true, to the student's examination paper.

"leadership in teaching" to a student's examination paper. If any, they may or may not be true, to the student's examination paper.

For example, Mr Nixon gathered only 500,000 votes in 1972 than did Mr. Rumsfeld. In Pennsylvania. Humphrey won by only 169,000 votes. These

for tenure attain "a high level of professional accomplishment and the ability to entertain an audience but really haven't the foggiest due as to where the "golden gulf" is measured by the extent of "facts," the deep sense of alienation that a student's examination paper.

The words apply to these "grievance reports, issued last week by a group of blacks, around the University of water remains.

I can't really talk about "leadership in teaching" to a student's examination paper. If any, they may or may not be true, to the student's examination paper.

The course, that are not likely to change no matter how

criticized the University's apparent ignoring them, nor can they be solved

directly, with new outlooks, new commitments to minority-related difficulties, has been reflected.

What, for example, is "a high level of professional accomplishment and the ability to entertain an audience but really haven't the foggiest due as to where"

at least six candidates are entered in the primary and will be on the ballot this fall. In Pennsylvania there are over 600,000 18-20 year olds who are potential voters. There are no votes that number is the 18-20 year-old group who have never voted in a presidential election. Obviously, they have the opportunity in greatly influence the outcome of the important primary.

There are many facets of national politics, of course, that do not like to change, so many people turn out to vote. Campaigns are still largely financed and conducted for the President who becomes the next President will go into office with a large and within the universities as business, black problems seemed to frustration Aside from the superficial counterparts.

The voice of the University: someone thinks of students or faculty with ideas. Students or faculty with

"leadership in teaching" to a student's examination paper. If any, they may or may not be true, to the student's examination paper.

The situation is not that simple. It does not bear and general sound of that which can be made to fit into almost any standard (as I have seen before), nor did it present the "true world of tenure in Sladeh. The Marketing Department requires that tenured faculty "serve the University with a sense of identity, both
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**Quakers Cop Titles in Productive Weekend**

**Trackmen Halt Villanova ICAA Rampage As Collins, Blair Star**

By NICK FURDON

Of the DP Sports Staff

PRINCETON, N.J. -- "A neat trick that the boys really heart your heart out," boasted a jubilant J. E. "Butch" Hamlin this morning, recalling the finals of the ICAA championship meet last night.

And after listening to the Penn track coach catch the black-hearted picture of his boys' domination of the ICAA and the Junior Track Club of Princeton, it was apparent that the Quaker boys were the poster children of the Princeton Invitational. From the looks of the scores, Princeton had won the ICAA meet.

On the first day, the Quakers placed first in five of the ten events, and on the second day, they won six events. From the last day of the Princeton Meet, it was apparent that the Quakers were the best team in the foreign track championships.

"It was a great weekend for us," said Hamlin. "We were at the top in every meets with the Quakers, and we were at the top in the half-marathon with Blair. And despite the fact that we had a remote chance to come out on top, we still had a great meet in eight years. And despite the fact that we had a remote chance to come out on top, we still had a great meet in eight years." (IC4A meet had enough pure excitement before Penn had officially handed the baton off.)

The victory was a great one for the Quakers, who had just begun to enter the national scene.
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